Effect of Clenching via Mouth-guard and Influence of Mouth-guard Occlusal Support Area on Lateral Mandibular Impact of Skull Model
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Many studies have confirmed the benefits of wearing Mouth-Guards (MG) on the prevention or reduction of sport-related stomatognathic system trauma. However, custom made MG with high adaptability can be retained in a dentition even when the mouth is open; this situation thought to increase jaw fragility and the possibility of trauma. This study investigated the effects of the clenching with MG, and occlusal support area difference on mandibular distortions related to injury caused by direct lateral impact.

Materials and Method: A pendulum-type device was used to apply an impact on the lower-left region of the mandibular body of a skull model. MGs with different occlusal support areas were fabricated for various conditions. A pseudo-occlusal force of approximately 30 N was applied in the submental region for the model except for mouth open of control condition during impact. Evaluation criteria included the degree of mandibular distortion.

Results and Discussion: Large distortion was indicated during the impact when the mouth was open (p<0.01). In contrast, distortion was lowest when the mouth was clenched with fully supported MG (p<0.01); however, distortion increased when the occlusal support area of MG was reduced. Results indicated that clenching with appropriately designed MG is useful for the prevention and reduction of mandibular injuries.
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INTRODUCTION

Various experimental and clinical studies have reported the effects of Mouth-Guards (MG) on the prevention and reduction of trauma on the stomatognathic system [1-4]. Research shows that benefits are expected for head and neck injuries such as concussions, and mandibular injury is no exception [5-7]. Nevertheless, there are still reports of injury despite the MG application [1,8].

Impact or shock force is defined as a force applied to a target with a change in speed over a short duration of time. Generally speaking, the power is immense and the duration is very short. Additionally, momentum and total power are invariable before and after impact. Therefore, when impact power is applied to a human body, there are two entirely different results. If the energy is not great enough to cause damage to the body, it is consumed as heat energy by the viscosity of the joints or soft tissue. If the energy exceeds this limit, however, it becomes destructive, causing damage to the soft tissue, tooth dislocation and fracture, and bone fracture [5].

The mandible is especially susceptible to damage by external force depending on location, structure, and morphology; the site of mandibular fracture in response to impact reflects the vulnerable structure and mechanical weakness [9]. Mandibular fracture is a common occurrence in situations of high energy blunt force trauma [10,11]. Therefore, in order to prevent injury, the amount of kinetic energy transferred to the mandible must be reduced, and energy concentration must avoid.
When the strength of impact force and difference of impact material is put aside, possible reasons for injuries even when MG is worn can be due to lack of evasive behavior at times of danger or the quality of occlusal relationship on the MG.

MG was effective for mandibular fracture against a direct blow to the mandibular under surface [5]. Nevertheless, a high incidence of trauma in the mandibular region thought to be greater in instances where the mouth is open. One of the conceivable reasons is due to a custom-made MG, which has excellent adaptability and retention, allowing the device to stay in place even without clenching.

The quality of the occlusal relation on MG may also influence mandibular injury [12]. Some papers reported that the proper occlusal relationship of MG significantly improved safety [3,13]. These raise the possibility that reduction or changes in occlusal support area due to incorrect occlusal adjustments, design, and selection of MG can influence the degree of mandibular trauma [1,5,14].

However, no study has clarified the effect of mandibular injury prevention with clenching via MG and the influence of occlusal support differences in response to direct lateral impact.

The aim of the study was to investigate the effects of clenching with MG and occlusal support area on mandibular distortions related to trauma caused by lateral direct impact force using an artificial skull model.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

A skull model (ZA20; 3B Scientific International, Co. Ltd, Niigata, Japan) was used. The lower left body of the mandible was selected as a directly impacted region. Experimental conditions during impact included the following: a: Open mouth (OPEN); b: No MG with clenching (NOMG-CL); c: 7-7 MG with clenching (7-7 MG-CL); d: 3-3 MG with clenching (3-3 MG-CL); e: 7-4|4-7 MG with clenching (7-4|4-7 MG-CL); f: 7-4| MG with clenching (7-4| MG-CL); g: 7-4|4-7 MG with clenching (4-7 MG-CL) (Figure 1).

Fabrication of the tested MG; pressurized moldings were carried out using thermoforming Suzuki Y material of ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) (Drufosoft 3 mm Clear, Dreve-Dentamid GMBH, Unna, Germany) and an air pressure machine and Drufomat SQ (Dreve-Dentamid GMBH)(3). Two sets of the MG were prepared (Figure 1).

The final adjustment on MG was made so that occlusal thickness was approximately 2 mm on the first molar and uniform occlusal contact at 7-7. After that, produced MG cut to each occlusal condition. For OPEN, a sponge was placed between the upper and lower first premolars for a 2 cm space.

A force of approximately 30 N was applied at the submental region; an acrylic plate was used to simulate occlusal force. The clenching force applied in a perpendicular direction to the occlusal plane; (2.) Impact point: a protrusion was set up on the impact site of the mandibular body.

A double-axis strain gauge (KFG 1-120-D 16-11 LIM 2 S, Kyowa Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.) was attached to each measurement point so that one axis was parallel to the main direction of the impact force and the other axis was in the vertical direction. As an impacting device, a pendulum-type similar to that used in Takeda et al. was used [13] (Figure 4). A 1 kg iron ingot was used as an impact object and released from a distance of 10 cm. Impact direction was regulated vertically on the sagittal plane on the skull model. The impact point was established at the center of the impact object by projection given to the impact point. Five measurements were made at each condition. Distortions were recorded and stored using a memory recorder analyzer (EDX-1500A, Kyowa Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.), and analyzed using designated analysis software (DAS-100A, Kyowa Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.). The values of the 2 axes in each measurement were added, and the mean and standard deviation were calculated. For statistical analysis, one-way ANOVA was used to compare OPEN, NOMG-CL, and 7-7 MG-CL. In addition it was used for the comparison among 5 experimental occlusal conditions (α =0.01). Turkey’s multiple comparisons were performed using software (Excel Statistics 2015, Social Survey Information Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) (p<0.01).
Figure 3: Sites where distortion was measured: (1.) mandibular body on the impact side (region involved in direct fracture); (2.) the mandibular condylar neck on the non-impact side (region involved in the indirect fracture); (3.) Impact point.

Figure 4: Impact point: Impact direction was regulated on the sagittal plate of the skull model. A 1 kg iron ingot was used as an impact object. The object was released from a distance of 10 cm. Impact force was applied to the lower left body of the mandible.

RESULTS

Effects of clenching and 7-7 MG (comparison between 3 conditions: OPEN, NOMG-CL, and 7-7 MG-CL)

One-way ANOVA revealed significant differences among the 3 different conditions at each point.

1) The mandibular body on the impact side (Figure 5): Distortion values were decreased in the order of OPEN, NOMG-CL, and 7-7 MG-CL. Significant differences were found among all three conditions. The value for 7-7 MG-CL was 33% lower compared to OPEN.

Figure 6: Distortion of the mandibular condylar neck on the non-impact side; comparison among 3 conditions (OPEN, NOMG-CL, and 7-7 MG-CL).

2) The mandibular condylar neck on the non-impact side (Figure 6): Distortion values decreased in the order of OPEN, NOMG-CL, and 7-7 MG-CL. Significant differences were found among all three conditions. The value for 7-7 MG-CL was 32% lower compared to OPEN.

Influences of MG occlusion

One-way ANOVA revealed significant differences among the 5 different conditions at each point.

1) The mandibular body on the impact side (Figure 7): On the impact side, values decreased in the order of 7-4| MG-CL, 7-4| 4-7 MG-CL, 3-3 MG-CL, |4-7 MG-CL, and 7-7 MG-CL. The distortion value of 7-7 MG-CL was significantly lower than the others. The value of 7-4| MG-CL was also significantly greater than others.

Figure 7: Distortion of the mandibular body on the impact side; comparison among 5 conditions.

2) The condylar neck on non-impact side (Figure 8): On the non-impact side, values decreased in the order of 3-3 MG-CL, 7-4|4-7 MG-CL, |4-7 MG-CL, 7-4| MG-CL, and 7-7 MG-CL. The distortion value of 7-7 MG-CL was significantly smaller than the others.

Figure 8: Distortion of the mandibular condylar neck on the non-impact side; comparison among 5 conditions.
DISCUSSION

In general, intrinsic and extrinsic factors cause injuries. Dental related intrinsic factors include lack of understanding for the necessity to wear MG [14], and lack of evasive behavior [7,15] when in danger. Extrinsic factors include an insufficient thickness of MG [16,17] and a lack of occlusal adjustment of MG [12,13] among others.

On the influence of clenching with or without 7-7 MG (comparison among 3 conditions: OPEN, NOMG CL, 7-7 MG-CL). Mandibular distortion was greatest in the 2 regions during OPEN. The large distortion value for OPEN is likely due to the fact that the total energy of the impact was received by the mandible alone. Because, when the mouth is open, the mandible is only connected with the temporomandibular joints. However, in the clenched state, the mandible is unified with the maxilla, the mandibular body becomes rigid.

Smaller distortion value of NOMG-CL, when compared to OPEN, was consistent with what Tanaka et al. referred to as the impact reduction effect [18]. An impact reduction effect of clenching is the strengthening of the anti-gravitational muscles that stabilize the mandibular body. In the present study, the pseudo-clenching stabilized the mandible; and the force was propagated and dispersed to the maxilla resulting in lowered distortion.

The smaller distortion value of 7-7 MG-CL compared to NOMG-CL was due to the fact that clenching with the MG tensed up the entire mandible and the force was transmitted and dispersed to the maxilla. In addition, the shock-absorbing effect of MG most likely contributed to the lowest distortion value [1,3].

Direct fracture is trauma caused at the point of impact, and the occurrence is high in the mandibular body and the mandibular angle [9]. In this study, OPEN displayed the largest and 7-7 MG-CL displayed the lowest distortion on the impact site of the mandibular body. Distortion of 7-7 MG-CL was low because the energy of impact dispersed as a result of clenching with the MG. This result is consistent with a trauma study of anterior maxillary teeth and the alveolar part of the maxilla [19]. From these results, it was suggested that 7-7 MG placement and clenching is effective for the prevention or reduction of the direct fracture.

According to Uchiyama et al., there is a high frequency of indirect fracture on the condylar neck on the non-impact side [9]. In this study, distortion was the largest in OPEN and smallest in 7-7 MG-CL at the condylar neck. During OPEN, the mandibular joint is fixed only by the temporomandibular joint, and as reported by Korieth et al., stress concentrates at the mandibular condyle [20]; this is in agreement with our results in that OPEN demonstrated by the considerable distortion value. During OPEN, it was most likely that lateral rotation of the mandible occurred as a result of stress concentration on the non-impact side at the mandibular condylar neck. Furthermore, the result of NOMG-CL and 7-7 MG-CL is consistent with another study which mentioned that wearing the MG and clenching effectively reduced the amplitude and duration of acceleration of the head and TMJ during a blow to the jaw under surface [18]. In this current study, pseudo clenching may have prevented lateral rotation of the mandible which reduced the concentration of stress on the non-impact side of the mandibular condyle. As a result, decreased distortion on the non-impact side condylar neck observed in the clenching state regardless of whether MG was placed or not. The condylar neck is adjacent to the temporomandibular joint, and the impact force may affect the joint. Therefore, it is important to pay attention during play and to clench to decrease traumatic temporomandibular arthritis and ankyloses in athletes [21-23].

Judging from distortion values, 7-7 MG-CL demonstrated the highest benefits against mandibular trauma. From the studies, the correct occlusal relationship is necessary to enhance the safety of MG [12-13]. As Hasegawa reported, the effect of vibrational absorption is influenced by the form of MG, improper occlusal adjustment, and the design of MG can cause unexpected distortion of the mandible [24]. The decrease in the MG occlusal support area might increase an unsteadiness of the mandible and the force transmitted to the maxilla in this study. The proper occlusal support area in the MG could prevent mandibular trauma.

On the impact side, 7-4| MG-CL demonstrated the most considerable distortion compared to other MG-CL. The reason was that the mandible is fixed only at 7-4| by clenching with MG so that the impacted side of the mandibular body is in a similar state to OPEN; the impact energy could not be transmitted to the maxilla and dispersed which resulted in greater distortion. This result suggests that lateral trauma when occlusal support area only exists on the non-impact side is dangerous. This situation may occur in both boil and bite type custom-made type MG when deep surface imprints of antagonistic teeth become a fulcrum [12]. This position, which often occurs position during fatigue or physically damaged conditions, maybe dangerous.

The findings of the present research suggest that it is important to clench to prevent and reduce trauma in the mandible. Tanaka et al. suggested that so long as athletes use a well-fitted proper MG, they do not have to clench their teeth continuously [18]. However, when they anticipate or receive a blow to the mandible, it seems to be important to clench to obtain the protective effects as an evasive behavior. Athletes, athletic trainers, instructors, sports doctors, and so on, should be aware
that firmly clenching with proper MG at the time of receiving impact is effective for prevention of mandibular injury and concussion [5,7, and 15].

This study examined the effects of clenching with MG and the influence of the MG occlusal support area on mandibular distortion in response to direct lateral impact, using the skull model. We limited the scope of our investigation to only one fabrication system and impact point. However, our results strongly suggested the importance of clenching with MG and sufficient occlusal support area on the MG.

CONCLUSION

This study examined the effects of clenching with MG along with proper occlusal support area on mandibular distortion against the direct lateral impact using a skull model. Within the limitations of this in vitro study, the followings can be concluded:

• Clenching was effective, and clenching with 7-7 MG was more effective for safety
• Decreases in the occlusal support area of the MG resulted in increased distortion
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